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How to Talk About Nanniest
By partnering with your company, we're making nannies and personalized childcare a more accessible, affordable, 
and approachable option for working parents. Our ability to offer services at scale, across the United States, means 
less stress for families, and more success for nannies.



Below are responses to frequently asked questions and additional ways to talk about Nanniest with your people. 



Talking points to inform your employees / new hires that they have access to our services
 “We’ve partnered with a service that can help your family find a full or part-time nanny.
 “As an employee, you have access to personalized nanny recruiting consulting services. We’re committed to 

helping our working parents find ways to create care networks that support their children.
 “Taking care of your family is important - and it’s important to our company that you’re supported in that. To help, 

we’ve partnered with a service that can help you find a nanny to give your child(ren) individualized care.”



If asked: Does Nanniest provide back-up care
 “Nanniest helps your family recruit and employ a full or part-time nanny, not a back-up care provider to fill in when 

your primary childcare solution is unable to provide services. However, as you work with Nanniest, Nanniest may be 
able to help you make connections with local providers who may be able to provide back-up care.”



If asked: Why should I hire a nanny
 “A nanny is a full or part-time childcare provider. Having a trusted childcare partner can provide peace of mind 

knowing that your children are being given personalized attention, typically in your own home.”

 

If asked: How do I pay a nanny? / Do I pay Nanniest or my nanny

 “As a consulting service, Nanniest is paid to provide 1:1 support to your family as you find a nanny. You will be 
responsible for paying your nanny directly as a household employee. The Nanniest team will help you understand 
nanny payment expectations.

 “As a household employee, payment of a nanny is regulated under IRS Household Employee guidelines (see IRS 
Publication 926). Nanniest will recommend tax and payroll software to help you stay compliant with formal 
regulations.”


 

If asked: How long will it take me to find a nanny

 “It typically takes between 3-5 weeks to find, vet, background check, and employ a nanny after you begin your 
search, but it widely varies based on your family’s needs and requirements.”
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More questions?


Feel free to direct your employees to the 
chat feature on our website. We’re 
happy to help.

If asked: Does Nanniest background check nannies
 “Yes, Nanniest provides one background check credit to you as part of your account. This includes a nationwide 

criminal database search, motor vehicle search, sex offender registry scan, and social security trace. Nanniest 
offers additional checks for purchase.”



If asked: Is having a nanny better than using daycare
 “A childcare network can take many forms. For some families, daycare services alone are enough. For others, 

having a dedicated full-time in-home nanny is important. For others, a blend of daycare services supported by a 
part-time nanny is the right solution. Your needs will vary, and a Nanniest consultant can help you determine if a 
nanny is the right fit for your family.”
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